NA ,V AL MISSILE CtNTER
The new model. instead of treating the rouigh,. air/material interface as being composed ot randomily orienrted flat microureas (facets), treats the initerface ah ;rt ensemble or randomly oriented, randomly curved microartas. These two modlels are identical (physically) and are found to give thle same resultsHowever, this new derivation leAds to some new and usefuil results. (1) A new vistialitation oft thle stirf-ace structure (an "average-irregularity) is conceived and p -ved valid. Ani average mrrgularity is anl optically smooth curved surface of revolution of a shape such that it givesh m disriutonf reflected lightf (when ireadiated by a uini orni, well -colliniated beam) as that givenl by thle irwtu-0 rough. sot lace 111wrost ructure (when irradtated tiy the actual, nonunlifowrm.l well <ollimiated beami). (2) It is otoimd that thle shape oit this surfaice of' revolution mnay he greatly rest ritctd kind st ill hie genertal enough ito repreent any physically realistic microst ruotuce. I,' Modeling this iverage imptimirttv is anl ellipsoid of revolutionil gives it surface struct uft Itincttnnl that m. mlore vCcurate and oseful thanl previoosly itstfng ones. (4) Unliske thle "face!" derivatlons, rhis detivatioir lends itelf it) j nornmal~aionrt giving the alito. luite, instead of just thle relattv.rfetne-itiuin rit i
Reflec~tion by this niew hlntrtacc moel.tc combinled with ~'mme Lailirtian rfolectionl Is. tested C", terisively looth withinl and withouit *he nomiinal 1114ne of i~nidenice ton j variety of c'intmtly occurriing rouigh surfaces. This. we believe, is ,tic tlrs.t time i theorty tit ray retlectiion fromi tite interface is extellsivcly tested outside the nominial plane of initctidce. Stich retleV1tion IS of a3rtiiclar1 intelret tii laser target designatiton SyAtin%. 01ta 10t NIk lIllack Vvetw paint. sukl~d olive drab p~ill) Cement. PI Wood. and grass, were used, and tile parameters tit the model were optmiited to give the tbesi lit oif the mtnod it) ite dain : Thle comparistins were tin general reasonably. good I ros deimatitim of .'1 tot j5 pmeret . anld thle discrecpancies could he mostily ?%splairmod by tile exisence oitf Pitr. devi"Itttr1% of %imlwo filite 11cmicaure Nirtaces tromt thle assumed surface, suich ai% fihe emkictence Of two sulrfjce materials instead oft just oite an1n thle emmisince of a significant duiretiottal dependence tif the urface str~ustur Almo, the timmiliez-iuo wavs, verified in a rough manner.
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NOMENCLATURE Symbol Definition
A
I
Unit vector pointing in the direction from which the light is incident.
r Unit vector ponigin the direction of reflection.
A n Unit vector pointinig in thle direction of the microsurface normal.
V
Zenith angle of incidence, relative to the macrosurface.
4'
Elevation and azimuth angles of reflection. relative to the otacrosurface.
a.~ Zenit?. --jfh~t angle fC !he rniicro-" 4 ac-,ornial. reiative ito the inacrosurface.
s Zenith angle of incidence relative ito lthe microsurface.
Angle between the microscopic and macroscopic planes of incidence.
'YAngle between the initcdew polarizzilion plane and the, macioscopkc plane of incidence.
n, k Indices of refraction andl absorption of lthe surface inaterial, 64)Fresnel reflection coeff'icienit of the stitfice material (~any subscript iidicates thle polarization state of the incident light).
AA,
A s~nial area on thle inic rosur face,
D~)
The surface stmucture function. or the relative amount of tnicto'urtl -ara~xU0 toiented in a given dnet-ot to
Ratio of the wtkis levolvedi ahout to lthe ail tevfdved for lthe ellipsoid of revolultion average () Radius of curtvattiie oft the saitace of (evoulon, avetage wtface -itlegulA i (y In lthe planec thrtough the rotltsm) x-65' uwindtcular to lthe toltaimi am% fa RRIO1 ot hlttidr w~n' mil rfcrdtiaceisrtuonfun-cuii. Thie taliti of lthe rad~ice rcikc ted ittio a chowsn direction) tot thc itradiance itwident tit a cirilitnated beatto I frtmi a chosen dttetcitionV f HRIIF tit b11iducC1iona tll Iectd'linteii ih AIIttr~hibuioi tuntiwlvl Tile rtllo o~f lthe radlsart intcnWIV~ tW;!r'%(t reflevted (into a Owr~co dircctiom!i~ o thle radiant piowct IWI-incideni Ioiotn a Ltirtse dim-clgiotO. HRRDF w. KDI Lamibertian ccumponent of the directional-hemispherical reflectance, which is the ratio of the total radiant power JWJ reflected into all directions to the vadiant, power incident (WI (from a chosen direction).
aThle minimum value found during optimization for a, the mis of the diff'erence between the theoretical and expenimental values of the BRIDF divided by the theoretical value.
INTRODUCTION
In this report, we wish to present scnie contributions to thle understanding of thle reflection of light from rough surfaces.* For simpliciy. we conside; only rough sutfaces that are flat on a macroscopic levei 'out rough onl a microscopic level. ' The microscopic irregularifies vr ~uidt have random shape and distribution over the surface and no lpreferred orientation til any direction along the plane of thie miacrosurface (a uniform, symmetric, rough surface). For perspective, the following~ brief' summary of the current understanding of light reflection front such surfaces is Presented
Lambert's Law
Thei fitst theory of light scattering by a rough skirface. Larnhecrt's Law, can lbe derivcd by considering lthe incident light vay ito be "comipletely randomized" by thle rough surface. By conspletdv randomnized is mieant a purely hypothetical situation inl which anl Incident raV 0emerge ironii the surface (1na130"ted by tile iiir-materiid interfacc) after list beilit skcatteted itotropwiclly and with, equal likeldihoo froml every powint iti thle seliftinite space Weow the sulfuce planle "llmhert s Law states that the reflected Inwlttiple renweitr'n fro~m the lrrepgntiltes of lthe to'lgh. altt nutlerra1 interface and multliple s~t~il (m ihnoulntte withini the nitaterial below lthe ttitcrface 111v niultlipleý lefleCtrin tile-datimiln 1i-eotisdetcd seeondatv. sline it t% fountd (rferenlce 4) tol coatribute only a few porlceis to lthe refClecio fromi mwio diclecttic -.urfaces. Most uof 11its relection mlay he from volv douible r elltuon and thuk not The multiple scattering is the primary mechanism for randomizing the incident light and acts as follows. Light entering the surface material is ;omewhiat randomly scattered by refraction at the rough, air/material interface. Then lthe light is randomly scattered one or more times by inhom ogen ei ties within the material. Finally. it is again somewhat randomly scattered by refraction upon exiting thle interface.
(A similar mechanism has been evaluated numerically in reference 5.) Thus, three or more random scatterings must occur, and three should greatly randomize the light. However, ligh is completely randomlized only after an ;nflitite number of random scatterings; thus, some non-Lanibertian light could emnerge. Also, it has been -. hown (reference 6) that thle light becomes partially polarized (in contradiction to Lanibert'i Law) upon exiting the rough, air/mnaterial interface and that such polarization can be quite pronounced at large zenith angles of reflection. Thus the light can be partially dc-randomized upon exiting the interface.
LonimdSalige Law
The above described multiple-scattering can be divided into scattering at the interface and scattering below [lhe surface. The below-surface scattering should contribute the most to the randomization of the mulitiple-scattered light. Below-surfa4ce scittering has been treated extensively (see references 7, 8, and 9 for summaries). The LomimekSeeliger Laiw was derived by considering only single, isotropic scattering by below-surface scatterers and below-surface attenuation before and after scattering. Even though light ictlected in this way is not at all randomizied. it was found Ito give, only a Mlight deviation from Lambert's Law. The Loie-elgrLaw was extended by including n1 'nliSoropic scat terii-g (various "phase funiclions" for the scatierers) and double scattering. Chandrasekhar (reference 10) succeeded in including all Orders (if multiple scattering, below the surfaice. Hi-s results for soni; phase functions, eipecially the isot topic, -did not deviate much from Lambert's Law except it laige zenithli nglei of incidence and teShadowing of pairts of o Lamberutin surface by the 3urf fie trrrgulaf %ti% wal Jso considered (ret-. crences 7 and 10). Such shadowing tendi to produce a pcak retle~t:.on tin thle direction ot lthe lour'Ce. hut is not usually a largt effect.
Thus ths' above tuechannins ina' not produtCe pierfecily. Llainbictia-n teill~tioll-but thle lilperte" till), Ciid c411not IUIly 3tccoUnt l'ur thc latgc kvwiaons fiotim Linibeil', I.a* iound tot mny iatij wtteC. The Bouguer facet theory has been found to explain much of the non-Lambertian reflectince aod has undergone considerable development. (I) The derivation uf the basic theory has been refined (references 13 through 19). (2) Several models (refertrices 13, 17, 18, and 20 through 22) have been tried for the "microarca distribution function." This is the function that gives 'he relative number of facets oriented in any given direction, or. more precisely, the relative total facet surface area per unit solid angle of surface normals pointed in any given direction:. This function governs the directional distrtbution of the scattered light. If the function is uniform with respect to the direction uf' the facet normnals. a diffuse-like distribution occurs. If most of thle facets lie nearly parallel to thie plane of thle surface, a nearly specular distribution cccurs. (ii Another development of the facet theory is the inclusion of shadowing (references Il., 14, 17, 19, and 23) -, that is, some facets cannot contribute to the reflectionr ý.ecause they are in the shadow tiI neighboring irregualaritie., The shadowing theory rt'sults tin a 'eeomnetricai attenuat ion factor," the reflection in anyV dirCe:ti~)t boing reduced by a complicailed function oti only the direction of incidence and reflection. Shadowing has been found (reference 19) to he the wily mechanism able to explain the sharp cutoff of' light near grazing reflection. (4) Another and recent de. vclopment is the extension uf falcet theory (reference 11)) to tcover retlýcti on outside the planle fInl '3ence. However, there has been little comiprison with measurements ovtside oft he plane oft incidence. OIn roost real surface,, the microstructure probably includes some parts whose reflection can be approximated by ray optics and other parts whose reflection must be treated by physical optics. One would suspect that usually the broad facet-like areas, being large and flat, could be treated by may optics, but dhat the corners and edges of these areas, being small and highly curved, must be treated by physical optics. Much recent work (references 30 through 37) has been done on diffraction from edges and corners, resulting in some simple expressions for the reflected light distribution and some ways for experimien tally separating thý diffracted light from the ray-reflected light. The diffraction -scattered light was predicted to be qfuit,ý specular.
4i4h. wid tLo*Reftocumen Surlacaa
Rigorous Solutiorts of Maxwell's Equations
When the wavelength becomes large enough relative to the size of the scattering irregularity. diffraction foimiulac such as those of Beckmann and Spizzichino (reference 28). based as they are on a SOcalc Wave eqluation. predict results that deviate significantly fromn the results obtained from a rigorous applicattion of1 Maxwell's equationls. This topic has been the subject of much effort (and sonmc controversv) in the IEEE~ Journal of Antennae and Propagation during 1971, 1972. and 1973.
A Generalization
Altivutgh deviations in some directions and for many surfaces zire large. it appears (references 14, 17. 20, 38. and 39) that most of the reflection in most directions for most rough sui faces is clos-ely ap~proximiated by a combination of Lanibertian refleoction from below the interface and simple (no shadowinig) Bl:iugiie) reflect ion from interfac facets. This is ref,-asonable theoretically because: diffraction pheitolinenla *rc generally hlirtcd !.,i a narrow region near tile specular direction: shadowing produces
ext reiiel"v large etfects only near low elevation angles of reflection-, mul~ltiple-surface scattering is foundI tohi' iia blo -suface particle scattering tends to be nearly Lamrbertian; reflection from a belowsur,*ace plane should usuaolly be small because of attenuation in the surface material:ý mirror reflections tron blowsi'rf~ccfacets will be somewhat randomized from entering and exiting thle rough, air/miaterial ineface: .1iid flie ''rough -facet" reflection cannot give really radical departures from Lamibertian New Model for Ray -Thieory fleflection Iliis report p res"'iis a ne mx iiodelI for ray -theory reflection from thle rough. air/niaterial inted axc. lilqet ad tl raiid iiuil V orii , ted fl at in icrma rcas (lace is), fitle surf'ace st ruc tutre is here tmode led as art en.-sembife of zindow'lv oiented, randomly curved microareas. Since for practical puirposes ally curved a rea can be hbroken downi into in finiiitesi mal f> ,e t s . th ttwoi models are idenitical Iphysic ally)I and t hti linlist give tiliesne re-tiIts. IIo-.evc r thIiis new de ri vmioini leads to sonme tiew a tid tise ful results thit is. a niew Vi\i ia Ii .i t li of, t(le Siuirface st rtictutre (an -have rage'' irregularity ) is conceived and proved val id,: a ne0W. no uc ec in tclfa .!lid uiseftn tn iict ion rep resen ting thle stirflace strtic tutre is discovered ( resutin itg frotm all ellips.iid of nevolutionl as tile ''avcrage'' irregularity): and a way to normalue the testilng iellection equat~ i oiis toi give tilie asIin.list evdi.f *ljtist tilie relative. rel11cctaiice dist rib ut ion is fountd. This ilioel is then coniluiite withI somle 1.aiithertiaii reflectioin aiid tested onl data fromi a part ic. tilr appiiic:iono of ititeiest . T~l application ofIntiierest is to laser target designation systeutis. A laser illi on in it es a podini oii ai t aliget aind l i eceive r, oti a Piece it ordl tatice or oti a fire con t rot sys temi. detec~s the directiion of the illuminated point ý:nid directs thle ordnance. 
N..
this is the first time a theory o~f ray refle.ion fromt the interface is extensively tested outside the plane of incidence). Thle model is limited to simply a combination of ray reflection from the rough, air/ material interface and Lairibertiart reflection beause this combination has been found (references 14, 2 17, 20, 38, and 3911 to give mos-t of the reflection in rno~t directions from most surfaces, anid because, for the application to target designaition systems. a mod-~ is needed that gives only reasonable ac:curacy for a wide variety of common rough surfaces and uses few *surface -related parameters as possible. The comparison to the data was good. Disc repancies can generally be explained by gross deviations of some of the measured surfaces trom the assumed su~rfaICe, such as the existence of two surtace materials instead of just one. at, thý existence of a signific:,-directional depenidence of the surfdce structure. The validity of the n., att 1 .-ion is verified, and i~li usefulness of the concept of an ellipsoid of revolution as the average surface irregularity is demionst rated.
Because of the geometry described above, the usual and muost generally useful quantity for expressing the reflectance e.istribution is poorly applicable. so a less generally used but more applicable quantity is adopted-Nicodemus (reference 40)calls the unusual quantity thle BRRDF, fL [sr' (proj. cm 2 F'l/Wcmli 2 I
(bidirectional reflected -radia nce-d ist ribut ion function). or for short. the BRDF. fr (bidirectional reflectancedistribution function). It is defined as the radiance [W srK (proj. cni
2 )_ I reflected into a given direction per unit irradiance [W cm-2 incident on the surface from another given direction. This quantity involves radiance, which is very useful because it has certain invariance properties (reference 41 ) upon transformation through optical systems and upon reflection from surface to surface. Howvever, irradiance is a density of light incident onl a surfaice, and for our geomnetry. a reflectance-distribution function containing such a density is not the most useful quantity, Much better for our purposes is the BRIDF. f , (bidire.'-tional reflected -int ensity -dist ribut ion functioni) ( reference 42). It is defined as lthe radiant intens-ity LW sr-l reflected into any specified direction front anr illuminaied "point" per unit rai~iit flux IWI in the incident beam, To find thie miore generally useful BRRDF (or BRDF), simply divide tbe URIDF by the cosine of the zenith (or sine of thle Qlevatiotij angle of reflectton.
Or9anization of Report
This report is organized as folkiws. For thle derivation oft the tinterfacc retkectance mo1del, first the reletonfrma inl crvdmiratea is derived. dien anl ensenible oftnikcroareas is formted, resuilting in a reflectance~distrlhotion function in tk'ritts of' a surface structure futnctiotn, and the conctept oft an1 'averaggo irregularity is presetned and validated. The model is put In ternil oif thle laboratory Coordinates. and the Frestiel rfeat of the surface inateriail is fu. Net Lamitertian reflectioni is added, anid the resulting, I'tpain ter elec~ionin odel is applied to rellectarwce. distribution function measurements hoili withinl asid without tile nontminal plane tit incidence onl a variety of rough surfaces,
INTERFACE REFLECTION MODEL
Reffectowi Frtwm a Single Microauea
Consider, as shown in tigure I . a verny small curved ,,rca 1A, on tin irrepularity oitf l-rourth-s'urface mnicrost ructure.-Thin area is chosen smnall enough that we cati approxituatc the corvamtres iii all di,-t tons ottl it by sectmlan; of circks. (The curvattues. oft the circle swcitmi may tit 41iflremit itt different i:;. across hie area.) Also, thle area i-, ch'smit sinall enough that lthe angles spianned 11% these circle sect ion% m~e very smallM. This ilmalilneSs allowi lthe specification of' ilth orientation oft .1A tiv i %iitle suttace no0rilal t1. I AA reflects as a section of a curved mirror surface: that is, of the incident light intercepted by AA, a portion 6G(s,n,k) (determined by the Fresnel equations:, ii and k are tile refraction and absorption indices, respectively) is reflected into a small cone (represented for simplic-ity by the rectangular cross section cone Th' reflet-ed '1it is not, strictly speaking, in the form of a cone. It would be in the form of a true cone it the curvature of AA, did not vary with the direction 011 AA,, since ASwould then be a spherical mirror, and the reflec~ea light would radiate froni a definite point image (real or virtual de-( . .pending on the sign of the curvature). The vertex of this cone would lie along the reflection direction at a dist-nce. .efore or after AA,, (wtermiided by the magnitude and sign of the curvature of AAS.
*
But since the curvature in general does vary wils direction on AAS, thle image point is smeared. But the rays re~eeted from AA (or their backward extensions in the case of' a virtual image) all Ilathrough a football.Th:ped ioiume of ~pa-:e ap-,ro.xinately bounded in one direction by two pointsi zid in the other dire-.tions by the circumference of anl area whose size ýs directly related to the size (if AA%. Thcý two bounding points are the image pcAints for mpeiclnirrors of curvatures eulto thec maximum and mininium curvatures foumnd on AA. Thus, except for thle realistically impossible ::ircunistance of a perfectly zero mainiu~mil .r minimum curvature, tht dimensions of this volume aic tinite. Now, let the observe; be at infinity. To him. thi. voh'i-e. litc smeared imiage. is effect iveiv a point, and thus tile reflected light is effectively a true cone, Also, this condition makes the position of thle imlage point irrelevant (for zonvenience, let thle cane vertex lie onl AA,),
We canl now 4tiantify the light -c6Thcted friM AA, as a radiant intetsio, (iadian: flux pe~r steiadian radiating fromt a p-int source), sinic,ý the light relle, ted from AA, ori1ginlattes effe' ''veiy fioml a p)oint. let all curvature radii and irregularity sizes be much larger than the incident light wavelength. Let the AA, be any simall area on this undulating surface. Under these conditions, equation 0I) gives the reflection from each small area. Equation ( I) may be applied to a discontinuous microstructure if one disregairds diffraction effects at corners and edges. This allows application of equation (1I) to a randomly cscratched surface, such as ground glass or toughened metal, and to a "globule pile"-like structure, such as some diffuse spray-painted surfaces. Also, equation (1 ) may be applied to a surface containing flat facets if one makes their curvatuie radii not quite infinite. A very wide variety of microstructures is thus included. Finally, let the statictical properties be uniformi with position on the surface and independent of direction along the surface (no wood-like grain or scratches with a preferred direction).
For given directions of illumination and observation, an observer, if his visual resolution were sharp * ~enough to resolve the surtace nmicrostructure, would see the reflected light originating only from various points scattered around the microstructure. These are points at which the microsurface normal happens to be in the proper direction for reflection ito the observer. Since the illuminated macrosurface area is small and the receiver is at infinity, the relative locations of the reflecting points are irrelevant, and all * the reflected light may be treated as if it originated from a single point. Thus we may speak of a re-* flected total radiant intensity I,. rW srt1 I equal to the sum of the radiant intensities contributed by the individual reflecting points. Normals at the reflecting points must all be parallel. so the reflection li from eachi point is given by equation 0I ) with the same values ofO 0., n, . and s. If for a particular combination of incidence and reflection directions, a given incident beami illuminates N reflecting points, the total radiant intensity reflected in the specified direction is given by the ensemble
This equal it'l lUa iea bs iinplitd by teplacing flie iiornilll it radiance L11 lWpr. cm12' niet nec *reflect in 1 . point by an iv iage narinal uiradiatice giv en by L (l1t 'A 1W C11 2 1 , where (1) JWJ is the radiant fll\ o1 he ion idep in ,wint and A, is the ci os\-scc iton ia Iliea ofI the Incident beanto Tbhis doos not requtire dhat thle incidentl heamt be uniftini. but otilN (1) thai a statistical!y large nwnllbei ot reflecting poilits be illutnlinm ted and 1') th1:t thle Incident heam he uiokinii onough soi that no large portioti of the incident flux falls oll only a tew retlect ing potitsIN The ftitial ladianit intenlsii\ thius becolmes 11 -A~l dependence on hew sot tface ma 1r tal and hiaorawtry-geono-it ry can he sepairated in to mnw factoi and all depenidence on thle surta"C !Afrimctlue 11i1o Zi second factolm thii second faclor would be a sur ficc. .-timiictur function. Notice that all delvendence of the suirfiace striictu re is localiied in ihe summanntion factor of equation 4 2); loss-es-t. this factor ýonitains a dependence on the hahorators-geometry', nooteiv.
X valies withi incidence angle dý. ihis ;:an lie removed as follows: For normal incide:nce O ncidence angle 0=0) and a chosen diiection tit reflect ion,. consider the wet of Ni l eflecting points. Their curvatume rudii 1twtwucts 104 ot , 1 2. . N 0 il comtprooitse the sumnmat ion tacit it iii equait ion ( 21. As thle incidence an1gle incrleases, 16i salli set of' points rellecis intto a new direction. The new radiatt intetisity is given '.:,"..
P, 79
by equation (2) with different values of 0, 6 , a, J. etc., but with the ame set of a Uz in the summation factor. However, as the angle of incidence. 0, increases, the illuminated macrosurface area increases, as l/cos 3, and some points in the additional area also contribute to the reflection. So the summation factor for the new radiant intensity must contain some additional Oai, zi quantities. Assuming that the surface is statistically uniform, these extra quantities will be statistically the same as the original set, and the summation factor is merely increased by I/cos P. Thus equation (2) 
0,Ji
At and the incidence angle dependence has been separated from the summation factor. However, the summation factor still retains a dependence on tne laboratory geometry, namely, Nn is proportional to the crosssectional area A, of the incident beam. This is easily compensated for by including the I/AI factor with the summation factor.
Thus, the quantity
is a surface-structure function, since it contains all the dependence on the surface structure and no de--pendence on anything else, In general, this quantity is a function of both the coordinates, a and z. of •,i°.he microarea nc real, but we are considering only surfaces whose statistical properties are directionally iniform, and for such surfaces D would have no z-dependence. In the Bouguer facet theory and its refinements, the surface-structure dependence is incorporated as a microarea-distribut ion function, which is the relative amount of microarea oriented in a given direction or the probability density of a facet normal to be in a given direction. Like D, this function contains all the dependence on the surface structure and no dependence on anything else. Since the two reflectance theories are identical physically, this proves that D and the microarea distribution function must be the same, or at least proportional.
Equation ( 
Average Surface Irregularity
It might prove useful if there could exist a single optically-smcth curved surface that would reflect light in the same distribution as that reflected by the ensemble of all the curved microareas comprising the rough surface. This would mean that a randomly irregular surface could be treated as if it consisted .
of a large number of small identical "average" irregularities or that a randomly irregu!fr surface could be treated as if it were a single large curved surface (for a uniformly intense incident beam of the same total flux). Such an average irregularity would have to be a surface of revolution about the macrosurface normal because of the assumed directional independence of the rough surface statistics.
Mathematically, the question of the possible existence of such an average irregularity may be stated as follows. Let pa(a) and pz(a) be the radii of curvature for the average irregularity (defined as were, respectively, oa and oz. for a curved micrbarea), and let C be a constant. There must exist a surface of revolution whose I(a), given by
is the same as the D(a) resulting from equation (4). It may be. but is not obvious, that for any physically realistic functional form of D(a), given by equation (4), there exists a surface of revo!ution which, by equation (6), can give this same functional form of 0(a). It will be proved that this is indeed true and, furthermore, that the shape of the surface of revolution can be very greatly restricted and still be general enough to be able to give any physically realistic functional form of D(a).
"The following restrictions may be applied to D(a) to make it conform to physical reality.
D(a) must exist for all values of a at least between 0 and ir/2. Any realistic rough surface will
have some microareas at any given value of a between 0 and i12.
2.
D(a) must be finite for all values of a, since no real surface would contain any perfectly flat or perfectly cylindrical microarea. (In wave optics, all flat, rough surfaces produce a perfectly specular reflection, of some magnitude. This produces a delta function in the reflectance-distribution function and thus an infinite D(a) at one point. However, we are treating only ray optical reflection.) (4), considering that o0, and ai were defined such that they were always positive. 4 . D(a) must obviously be siijle-valued. No physical quantity can have more than one value for itself at the same point.
D(a) is positive for all values of a. This follows from equation
0(a) is continuous. Physical quantities never have perfect discontinuities.
First, it will be proved that there exists a surface of revolution that can give not only the functional forms of D(a) that might result from equation (4), but also any physically realistic functional form of D(a). Let li(x) be a curve that when revolved about x = 0 gives the surface of revolution (see figure 3) . The p. curvature radius is given by p7, =x. The p, curvature radius is the radius of curvature of h(x), "so it is given by p, = [I + (h') 2 j3/ 2 1/h"l (piitmes indicate derivatives with respect to x). The angle a is equal to the negative slope angle of h(x), that is, a tanl 1 (-h'). Substituting these expressionq into equation (6) gives
I A x Figure 3 . The Concept o~f an "Average" Surface Irregularity. The "average" surface irregularity is generated by rotating the curve hix) about x = 0. it is an optically smooth surface of revolution of a shape such that it gives the same distribution of reflected light (when irradiated by a uniform, well -collimated beam) as that given by the actual rough-surface microstructure (when irradiated by the actual, nonuniform, well-collimated beam). The shape of h(x) may be restricted to the general shape shown and still be general enough to represent any microstructure. This general shape consists of the slope being zero it x =0 and i'f~nity atih ' 0 and the curve between having no inflection points or straight-line sections.
Substitution of p(x) h'(x) gives
lp'/ixl I '
which is equivalent to P, ~Cx (I + P )
Equations ( (7) for any physically realistic D(a); that is, there must exist a surface of revolution capable of representing any physically realistic rough surface.
With this established, it will now be shown that not only is there an h(x) for every D(a), but that also some limits to the form of h(x) can be established such that h(x) is still capable of giving any form of D(a); that is, because of the nature of equation (7), certain options are allowed, the choice of one of which will not limit the ability of h(x) to give any D(a). Two options are the arbitrary choices of two boundary conditions for a second-order differential equation: one condition on h'(x) and one on h(x).
I
This is allowed because a solution to a differential equation is obviously still a solution when restricted by a boundary condition, and the set of solutions h(x) for all forms of D(a) are obviously still solutions for their respective forms of D(a) even though the same boundary condition is applied to every h(x). A third option is the choice of a plus or minus sign for h"(x). This is allowed because only its abso!-tte value appears in equation (7). Thus we have established some ways of limiting the shape of the surface of revolution.
Thus far we have found two types of ways of limiting the functional form of h(x) while not limiting its ability to give any physically realistic fo.m of D(a). These were three arbitrary options of restrictions on h(x) resulting from the nature of equation (7) and five restrictions on D(a) resulting from physical reali.y. These will be applied in the following way to determine a very limited type of curve for h4x). but a type of curve that is still versatile enough to give any physically realistic form of D(a). First, let the boundary condition on h'(x) be h'(O) = 0. This makes the slope of h(x) zero at x = 0. Second, use the option on the sign of h"(x) to make h"(0) negative. This forces the slope of h(x) to begin to decrease as x begins to increase (from zero). Third, the h(x) cannot have inflection points. It is did, the same value of a would occur at different parts of the curve. Since D could have different values at these two points, there would be two values of D for the one value of a. Thus D would he multiple-valued, and restriction (4) would be violated. Fourth, the h(x) cannot be a stratght line at any point. If it were. a would be infinite at that point and thus, by equation (6), D would be infinite, and restriction (2) would be violated. Thus far, the slope has been forced to be level (zec') at x = 0 and start to slope down (decrease) as x starts to increase. Since h(x) can have no inflection points or straight.line segments, the slope must continue to decrease with increasing x. Thus 'he slope must become vertical (-.1 at a finite value of x (say. x(). If the slope only approached vertical as x approached infinity, h(xl •'ould approach a straight line and D would approach infinity, and restriction (2) wo-d be violated (see the appendix for a rigorous verification of this contention). Last, let the boundary condition on h(x) be h(xo) = 0. This forces the vertically sloping part of h(x) to lie on the x-axis.
In summary, a limited functional form of h(x) capable of giving any physically realistic functional form of D1u) resembles the curve in figure 3 . This curve is level at x = 0. decrtases with increasing x without inflection points or straight sections, and becomes vertical as it crosses the x-axis. Or, in temis iof a. the curve is such that a 0 at x = 0, and a increases without stopping or turning back with increasing x to become a = 140' at hI 0.
It is instructive to he able to visualize the random topography of a rough surface as being equivalent to one large surface of revolution of very restricted shape, but what substantive contribution does this make? It does riot put any limits on the fttnctional form of the surface.structure function D(a). as we have just proved. But it may give in.~ght into the discovery of better models to represent the surface structure. Indeed, as is shown later, the most obvious choice of a surface of revolution, an ellipsoid of revolution, gives a surface-structure function that is better than the existing ones. Perhaps other shapes for the surface of revolution will give even better results. Also, maybe ones involving two or more param--ters will give very good higher order approximations. To derive the D(a) for any surface of revolution, the procedure used later for the ellipsoid can be followed.
Model in Terms of Measurable Varia&es
For the result, equation (5), to be useful. the unmeasurable variables a, z, and s and the Jacobian J must be found in terms of the measurable variables fI, 0, and fi. The angles a and z can be found from the reflection equation 
A.
r sin cos 0+ cos ý cosO + ( sin0. (11) Substituting these equatikns into equation 4H; gives the following:
Cos sill a cos This, however, was found numerically to be equal to J(7a,,,z-cos 6 4 Cos ssin a
Although it was difficult. this equivalence was also verilied analytically.
Microeam Reflect~io Coefficient
The R(s,n~k) in equation ( C I -san'slon V k). Thle above expressions give R1 lbr light polariz~ed relative ito the local plane of incidlence:-howevet. for laboratory measurements 61' must be determined for light polari ed relative to tile macroscopic plane of incidence. sitnce this is the usual way that tile incident polarization is specified. The angle hetween the macroscopic and local planes of incidenwie 0 is lthe angle between their resptective nlorinals. "i and Px 7 (see figure 4) , so 0 is given by Thve ftfllci.utalw Q1,Ji*Ut) It1e &t~l ofrUafad> PC4411,fed I&oll. 1 
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Nom~aalzation
Substituting equations (19) and (6) into eqwation (5) gives
4coIS sia
As follows, the constant C can be found so as to make the reflected intensity-distribution function frs ai absn"utc quantity. Since the average irregularity is a surface of revolution, the region around a = 0 can be treated as a spherical mirror surface of radius p.(O). For normal incidence and reflection, it is easy to derive the BRIPF for a spherical mirror. This, of coirse, must be equal to the BRIDF of our model for no, ial incidence and reflection fr 1 ( (0090", 00) , and C can be found from this equality.
The focal length of a spherical mirror is equal to half' the radius, or p (0), and collimated 
a a-0O
Equating equatiors (26) and (27) and solv-ng for the normalization constant C gives
21
.,.
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Substituting this Into equation (25) gives the normnalied or absolute form for the BRIDF.*
Ellipaoid of Revolution Averapo Surface Irregularity Approximation
It is not practicable to make direct measurements of the a and az values or of pa(a) and p.a). The best that one can do is to choose a reasonable mode~l irregularity. A sphere is one possibility, but
contains no parameter that one can vary to change the characteristics of the surface structure. An ellipsoid of revolution, h =e(lI -x 2 , has one such parameter e, which is the ratio of the length of the axis-rotated-about to the length of the axis-rotated. As e decreases, the model irregularity becomes flatter and reflects more light in the specular direction. This is a very useful property, since the wide variety of real surfaces contains a continuous distribution of diffuse-to-highly-specular surfaces. The f~tO4)for the ellipsoid of revolution is found by evaluating equation ( Thus, with equation (30) we have a simple model giving the absolute BRIDF contributed by ray reflection from the irregular microsurface.* Only three parameters are involved: the refractive index n of the surface material, the absorption index k of the surface material, and the axis ratio e of the ellipsoid of revolution-average surface irregularity representing the surface structure. All-other quantities in equation (30) have been found in terms of the laboratory coordinates 03,0, and 4'.
*COMPARISON TO MEASUREMENTS
Earlier, we speculated that the concept of an average surface of revolution representing the surface structure might give insight into the choice of a better surface-structure function. The first choice, the ellipsoid of revolution, resulted in the surface-structure function given by the last term in equation ( 
Since this surface-structure function was shown to be equivalent to the microarea distribution function used as the surface-structure function in the Bouguer facet theory, this ftnctio.
•n can be compared directly to the others. Rense (reference 21) found a way to determine the microarea distribution function from the reflectance-distribution function measurements. Figure 5 presents his data for one rough surface, along with plots of best fits for our structure function and three microarea distribution functions found in the literature. The much closer fit to the data shows our function to be a significant improvement.
To test t!-e accuracy of the model, to illustrate the value of the concepts derived, and to test the applicability of the modei to laser target designation systen's, the model was combined as follows with some Lambertiar reqfption and compared to BRIDF measur,-ments made on a variety of rough surfaces.
The BRIDF contributed by the Lambertian reflection is simply given by
where oL(1 3 2 7r) [Lambertian directional-hemispherical reflectance (references 42 and 47)1 is the portion of the incident power scattered by Lambertian reflection. This quantity might vary significantly with incidence angle, but for lack of any relationship, it will be assumed constant. This is )dded to equation ( 
*Equation (30) was foulnd to comupare to lorrence and Sparrow's result. To comt pare tile two result,, our symitbolismi was transformed, the two surface structure functions were made equal to one, T&S's shadowing factor was removed, and the BRIDF was transformed to T&S's ratio (f BRRI)F%. This completed, the results were the sante. 
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A trial and error optimization procedure was applied to relative BRIDF measurements made on a number of surfaces. This optimization procedure consisted of a method of varying the four parameters le, n, k, and PL(";27r)] of the model (equation 33) until the minimum value u was found for a, which is the root mean square normalized deviation of the experimental values from the theoretical values.
•':"": " " '":"2
[(frli -cX fl , where
is measured relative value of relative BRIDF: rli is the theoretical value: and M is the number of measurements on a given surface. The set of measurements for each surface consisted of the following. This resutted in about 400 measurements for each surface. This number is statistically large, so the loca. tion of am in the space of the four paraaeters should not be sensitive to small random experimental errors. Table I gives urn and the corresponding (optimum) values of the parameters for ch surface. The 3M Black Velvet paint is a very dull antiretlection paint for optical instruments. The optiniiza, tion resulted in two very nearly equal minima of o. The associated two sets of values for the parameters of the model give nearly identical reflection patterns: therefore, reflection patterns are plotted, in figure  5 , for only the first set of parameters listed in table I1 The model applied quite well. The curves compared very well with the measured points in shape and magnitude. Only the dependence on incident 
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olarization gave a consistent error. However, this error was small for most points. Also, from the absolute values of BRIDF given by the mode!, the directional-hemispherical reflectance (sum of flux scattered in all directions per incident flux from one direction) at normal incidence can be estimated and was found to be of the order of magnitude of 4 percent. This is consistent with the measured directional-hemispherical reflectance value ot 2.5 percent. Also, under a microscope, the surface appeared as an irregular pile of little spheres. which is consistent with the optimum ellipsoid axis ratio of e = 0.89, which is very nearly that of a sphere (e = 1). The difference could be caused by the sphere sagging slightly into ellipses when they were still liquid.
The dirtied olive drab paint was a sample of a slightly glossy dark olive drab paint. It was soiled by placing dry soil on its slightly dampened surface and shaking off all that would not stick. The model applied rather poorly. The shapes of the curves and the dependence on incident polarization were only roughly similar, and the magnitude was systematically erroneous for many curves. However, the directionalhemispherical reflectance at normal incidence, estimated from the ahsolute values of BRIDF given by the nr.odel, is of the order of 5 percent, which is consistent with the measured value of 4 percent. Also, the ellipsoid axis ratio e is very small, as it should be for a glossy surface: that is, a glossy surface should have a large portion of its microsurface area with normals near the microsurface normal, as does a very flat ellipsoid of revolution. Much of the poor performance of the model might be because there are two types of reflecting surfaces: the paint and the soil. The optimization assumed only one.
The cement surface consisted of common structural concrete cement troweled flat and allowed to harden in a horizontal position. The surface appeared to be slightly varied in shades of light grey. The model applied very well. There were no systematic errors. The small random errors could easily be attributed to the varied nature of the surface, since the illuminated area of the surface was not necessarily the same for each measurement. This is consistent with the fact that no such random errors occurred during the parts of the measurement program in which the illuminated area remained the same. The illuminated area remained the same for only cases in which either the incident polarization was varied or when 0 was varied at 0 = 0. The directional-hemispherical reflectance at normal incidence, estimated from the absolute values of BRIDF given by the model, is of the order of 50 percent. which is consistent with measured values ranging from 30 to 50 percent for various samples of concrete.
The plywood surface was clean and unaged. It had an irregular grain whose width was about equal to the diameter of the laser beam. A large portion of the grain was oriented nearly parallel to the fibers of the wood. Throughout the measurements, the plane of incidence remained parallel to the fibers. The mode, applied fairly well. The directional-hemispherical reflectance at normal incidence, estimated from the absolute values of BRIDF given by the model, is of the order of 70 percent, which is reasonable, since the surface appears to be highly reflecting. Also, the lowest o, of any surface occurred, and the grainy nature of the surface could easily account for the little remaining deviation if the deviation were fandom. How.vcr, much of the deviation causing am was systematic. The dependence on incident polarization did not compare very well, and the experimental points deviated in the form of ka bulge whose maximum appeared to shift from 0 = )0O to ,i = 180o as 0 varied fronm 0 to 4t) degrees. Tls type of systematic error would result front this particular directional detcndettce of' this surface's micrustructuic.
-s. -7 The grass surface was a piece of sod with fine, den3ely spaced blades of grass. The blades were noi small enough relative to the laser.beam diameter to avoid a large random error in the measurements. Thus. only the statistical properties of the measurements are significant. The large am is probably due mostly to this random error. However, a significant systematic error was discernible. Also, from the absolute values of BRIDF given by the model, the directional-hemispherical reflectance at normal incidence was estimated to be of the order of 60 percent, which is inconsistent with the 5 to 20 percent measured for several samples of grassy meadow. However, a value of e much larger than unity is realistic. that is, the surfaces of the blades of grass tend to be vertical, resulting in a concentration of the microsurface area at high angles from the macrosurface, and the model irregularity with an e greater than I also has this property.
For all the surfaces, the optimization gave large values for k: greater than 0. 3 . Such values occur only for metals (reference 44). and these surfaces are obviously dielectric. Even a value of k of only 0.01 occurs (reference 5) only for an extremely highly absorbing dielectric such as black glass, in which 95 percent of the energy is absorbed while traveling a distance of only 25 wavelengths, In one paper (reference 48), optimization involving k resulted in zero valucs for dielectrics. In the present optimization (finding the values of the parameters giving the minimum overall deviation between theoretical and experimental data), a trough of minima was found in the space of the parameters n and k. For each surface, the bottom of this trough was nearly level, making the n k optimization somewhat uncertain. Also, this trough intersected the k = 0 axis. It is possible that the position of the minimum found along the trough for each surface was a random occurrence resulting from random errors in tihe experimental data and that the actual minimum was at k = 0. For one surface, the 3M Black Velvet, two minina were found, one at k = 0.
Summarizing the comparison of the model to the measurements, it has been shown that the comparison is in general reasonably good and that discrepancies can be mostly explained by the existence of gross deviations of some of the measured surface; from the assumed surface, such as the existence of two reflecting surface materials instead of just one and the existence of a significant dir-ctianal dependence of the surface structure, Since most of the data were taken outSide the plane of incidence, these "results tend to verify, outside tile plane of incidence, the ability of interface plus Latnbertian reflection to give most of tile reflection mIn most directions for most surfaces, Also. it has been shown that the ellipsoid of revolution average surface irregularity is a useful cunlo.p, sinice (I) for many surfaces, one can visualize the ellipticity of the representative ellipsoid, and (2) the ellipsoid gives all improved surface structure f•r,,tion, Last, there has been sorne verification of tihe correctness of the notnialihation, since tile optinmitationl was done on relative data. aild the results usually gave absolute dtrectiontal4wnimspiter-ical reflectances comparable to typical tteasured values.
S~CONCLULSIONS
llre following signtficant comwlusiots may be draWn about the ray.upttcs IlthIty of light refl itmn frtn a rtough. airhtutertal ottefface.
I .
The fa4et repMre4 tation 0t( lhe riupmg interface must give tihe sate reflecitit as live Atual interface. whi0h ts umadc up of curved 9sutfaces.
2
F Ilol aly given trough %urface. there exi.ts a single 1 optically smilloth cutved Wrfac, of teitiution taverage Irregularity) of very resticted shape that will reft-ct light iii the samn ditnribution a3 that reilcted by the rough inlerfwe. 
3.
Modeling this average irregularity as an ellipsoid of revolution gives a surface structure function that is much more accurate and useful than previously existing ones. 4 . There no xssareflectance model that cnbe normalized giving areflectance-distribution function that is absolute, and the normalization has been verified experimentally.
5.
The combination of ray reflection from the rough interface plus sonia Lambertian reflection applies rather well outside the plane of incidence as well as within it for a variety of commonly occurring rough surfaces. 
THE SLOPE OF h(x) IS VERTICAL
The contention that x is still finite when the slope of hi(x) is vertical can be more rigorously verified by the following derivation of the upper bound x0on the value of x at which It (x) Equation (7) can be rewritten as Thxis proves tlte cotitentttt. since the e'xpre'stiu o'n the rlgaii iN a finite ulpper lxund oilX
